We Face A Crisis

The home system is in the balance, and with it, our very student government.

Open Season for Student Government

Student Council

The board of trustees, meeting yesterday in Raleigh, voted to suspend the student council as a vote of confidence in President Graham by referring the adjourned student council to the faculty for eligibility back to the presidency of the University of State and of College.

The student council request, presented by Dr. Graham, which asked that the word "dismiss" in the trustees rule censure its president, evidence of gambling be changed to "discipline," and the cut-off state tuition was raised by vote of the board.

Consolidation and its issues were five here. The two officers of the meeting, at which time members of the board of trustees were present.

The board ratified changes in the trustees of the publications. More information on all these issues will appear in tomorrow's issue of this newspaper.

I do think that this is an important thing. Dr. Graham emphasized that it was important for the students to be a part of the decision-making process of the board of trustees. He said that the students had a right to be a part of the decision-making process of the board of trustees. He also emphasized that the students had a role in the governance of the university and that they should be involved in the decision-making process.

Among us have been those who have expressed the belief in the view that the students are not able to make decisions for themselves. But we cannot allow this to happen, either. We must be sure that the students have a voice in the decision-making process.

The student council was faced with a crisis and they were hearing. The most difficult task that any student government has ever met before is the need for leadership and with what they were dealing. Student leaders, respected leaders, acquaintances, fellow students—all of these were on the list of things that were being thought about, pros and cons. They were knew and respected and loved to proceed with their lives.

The student council has made a move to give the students more control over the decision-making process. They have been taking steps to involve the students in the decision-making process.

The council must have proof of a man's guilt. They are not convoluted for mere knowledge of the cheating activity. This is important.

It has been hectic for the past few days. Lies and slander and gross misrepresentations have been flying across the campus and into the state. Yet we must think clearly. There is much to be done. We have only started.

We Must Not Stop Now. Every Piece of Evidence Must Be Recovered. Every Last Vestige of This Dishonorable Activity Must Be Trusted. We Must Not Let This Half-Way Point. There is No Short Cut to Honor.

We read your words on the evening of the second hour. Dean Bradshaw was able to present the president of the student body, worried that the quality of the interviews left with all the papers sealed in X's room and the Z's room, had to be backed up. It was noted here that this was not permitted by the student council.

We ask for the testimony of the help of the others in the group. Follow the incident of the talking. A made copy of this testimony to the help of the others in the group. That afternoon A and the student body president began to fit the papers in X's room and went to see X. With this time was X, who was X's his papers. They were completely of the proceedings of the student council. They conferred with X that the best thing to do is X to write an apology to the papers in X that the best thing to do is X to write an apology to the papers.

Furthermore, persuasion at the request of the students solicited for all students involved.
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Cheating Ring

The name of a public discussion and conclusion of an unbelievable situation among students in the university and some professors.

John Doe

The Daily Tar Heel

February 1, 1965

Outstanding Radio Broadcasts

2:00 - Metropolitan Opera

WPTF - The Guitar, tenor

4:30 - Chansonnelle Salon Music

WUNC - Frank Dailey orchestra

5:30 - Frank Dailey orchestra

Venezuela - 1,525

5:30 - Frank Dailey orchestra

6:00 - Chicago A Capella Brass

WTFU - Frederic Williamson Wills, "The Political Situation in Greece"

7:00 - Titocapa, WCAP

7:30 - Hampton Institute Singers, WPTF Musical Moments

8:00 - Beauty Box Theatre

WKNR - Your Hit Parade, WPTF

9:15 - Bantin Symphony Orchestra, WRCB

9:30 - Rhythm and His Violin

WODM - J. Paul Robeson as Isaac Newton

11:30 - The Lyrican orchestra

WOOD - Will Osborne orchestra

Eddie Dashi orchestra, WAKY, WCRW

12:00 - Ted Weems Orchestra

WGMN, Moon River, WLM
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